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Seminar: SOUL LANGUAGE, speaking in tongues, 

language of light, HEART language! 
Status 2021.08 

 

What is soul language 

 

Soul language - angel language was and is our ALL original language! From the time of 

"UNITY"! Complete understanding of the heart is the effect. Blockages, fears, dark things of 

all kinds, from this life and previous life - KARMA are released almost automatically from 

your energy system. Miracles can happen on a physical, mental, psychological and 

emotional level. 

 

It creates a connection to the source, to unity and wholeness. Positive effects & 

consequences are very likely. 

 

The soul language is the language from your true divine core, your true self, your soul. It is 

also called light language, angel language, original language, speaking in tongues, the 

words of God. 

It arises purely intuitively from the moment without thinking about it. Suddenly there is the 

feeling that I should now speak something. As soon as the impulse is given in, it flows, the 

soul language. 

It can be spoken loudly and softly / in thought. 

 It is the language of the heart - the language from soul to soul, from heart to heart. 

A universal language, because it can be spoken to people, animals, natural objects (trees, 

stones, water ...), technology (cars, computers, cell phones, kettles, heating ...) as well as to 

"invisible" beings of any kind always… 

 

Through sounds and tones and whatever is still involved, she makes something vibrate and 

releases blockages in every system. Your body / energy field, nature, technology ... 

It also reminds you of your natural / original origin, the cosmic origin, at the very beginning! 

Your energy will increase, you will become more powerful and courageous to go your 

individual path. 

In your awakening process you will gradually recognize more of your inner & eternal light 

and appreciate the soul language more and more as an aid of the SOURCE! 

 

The possibilities of soul language are limitless. And it is completely individual with each 

person and in each moment. It creates order, harmony and connects. 

Heart openings often happen “during a therapy session, a lecture or seminar, because UR 

blockades and fears are now released from the QUELLE. 

 

The soul language contains words, syllables, sounds that are not shaped by our mind and 

therefore there are no existing memories / fears / blockages / expectations that normally 

“stand in the way” through internal “no, no, no”. 
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It can be understood with the heart / feeling. It is free from emotional imprints and releases 

blockages in your system - both mentally from old beliefs and beliefs, as well as from the 

emotional pain that results from them. 

 

Occasionally there are people who get simultaneous translation in the now. There are also 

channel media that receive their announcements in this language, which is then 

automatically translated into German / English ... in your head! 

 

Deep blockages, seals, implants and magic of all epochs as well as shocking experiences 

from this and other life / karma can be released with it. 

 

Your soul plan, your soul path can also show you the soul language, since the source itself 

speaks to you through you! 

 

Releasing blockages & gaining knowledge is an unbelievably short time! 

Freedom, clarity, lightness, presence, heart opening, space, calm, harmony and peace are 

conveyed - your true core! 

 

The soul language offers THE unique opportunity in connection with our source to 

experience the New Age, the Golden Age, the Rainbow Age in purity with the heart, in 

health, wealth & abundance, bliss. 

 

The soul language can reveal the meaning of your existence to you, show your life task and 

solve everything that has hindered you so far. So that you do what you wanted to do! To 

fulfill your DHARMA, to do your service for the life of all, for the good of all! 

 

OM is the original sound. 

The beginning was in the word. 

God said he would be light. 

... sound / vibration ... therefore the original language, the soul language, is the access to 

the beginning. There things as mentioned above (fears, foreign energies, magic, beliefs ... 

..) can be corrected for YOUR good and for the good of EVERYONE! 

 

Forms of soul language 
The expression in this form is infinite, individual - like its own "dialect", so to speak. 

Depending on who or what you are talking to, humans, animals, natural beings, plants or 

other beings, the language changes completely! Sometimes more Hebrew, Chinese, 

Japanese, Sanskrit, Aboriginal, Indian mixed with a few words English, French, Russian…. 

 

• Sometimes completely loving, more loving than a mom to her child, compassionate, 

comforting. 

• Sometimes extremely serious, admonishing, waking up with a raised index finger. 

• Sometimes even more decisive and louder when dark beings are driven out of the aura, 

the house or place and brought to their home. 

 

It is a holistic expression that relates to the wholeness of the counterpart (God). 
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This higher form of communication is all-encompassing and gigantically profound. It works 

in the body, matter, mentally in Australia, USA ... to other universes ... Endless! 

You get more and more a view of the true, the whole, the whole and the beautiful inside 

and outside - you recognize what you are. 

 

Application:  

You can feel / recognize from your intuition or your mind that now “wants to be” spoken or 

“should” be spoken, or there is an inner urge to which you just have to give in. Then open 

your heart and let the soul language flow. The speaking can be spoken loudly or audibly or 

only internally / in thoughts. Please always WITHOUT expectation regarding the result / 

effect and WITHOUT "wanting - I want to do / heal / repair this / that", with an open heart. 

From the pure divine it happens as it is supposed to happen. 

 “His will be done on earth as it is in heaven”! 

 

The soul language can be expressed in different ways: 

• Soul language 

• Sound codes / rapid repetition of individual syllables 

• Soul songs / singing 

• Soul dance Movement of the whole body as an expression of the soul and body 

language 

• Soul music - intuitive free playing of instruments as an aid (several participants do this with 

harp, piano, operetta singer ...) 

• Tones (yoga teachers do this partially) 

• Soul melodies 

• Images of the soul (inner and outer) 

• Symbols, intuitive signs 

 

This intuitive approach in you shows solutions - without long "thinking" ... 

“Man thinks, God directs” This truth is joyful and liberating to experience! 

The soul language flows from the divine presence in you and makes the "UN-possible" 

POSSIBLE! 

 

Danger:  

“There is a risk of manipulation if you talk with too much WANT. I "want" YX to heal / make 

you healthy, I "want" to change XY, I WANT to have XY differently ... too much "want" closes 

your heart and creates manipulation! 

You should have an INTENTION, speak with an OPEN heart and expect the result with joyful 

things  

 

 

Application of soul language 
Here I list possibilities how you can use / apply the soul language. Be full of ideas in the 

further application, because there are definitely thousands of other possibilities! 

If you have experienced something great, touching, stunning, then share it with me / the 

soul language community! So many people benefit from your knowledge and the benefit is 

much greater! 
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• As feedback at Herold https://www.herold.at/lösungen/bewerten/vF9Zt/gsundsi-michael-

k%C3%B6nig-breuss   

or my homepage  https://gsundsi-

akademie.at/modules/xfguestbook/index.php?location_id=350&debut=0    

• Or better on the soul language Facebook group 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/seelenssprache/  

• Or on the Soul Language YouTube channel 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfYIm6dsbI12F33Tq6fhyJQ  

 

 

Apply for yourself first !!! - for centering and earthing; for purification, transparency and 

clarification in your own energy system - as a tool for self-healing, transformation and self-

empowerment !!! 

It's great in front of the mirror! Talk to your eyes, the window to the soul and experience 

surprises! Gladly also with all feelings (fear, aggression, helplessness ...) with pain, life issues, 

goals or or ... 

 

• Clarification of fears, aggression, anger ... 

• Relationship & partnership fears / problems 

• Dissatisfaction / meaning in life / job questions / where do I belong / why am I there 

• depression 

• Too much thinking / too little feeling-intuition 

• Energy problems in the house / apartment 

• Singing about, discussing organs, body systems or pain in order to release blockages on 

all levels 

• Singing about, discussing e.g. also the heart area or lap area / sexual organs, kidneys = 

partnership, liver / bile = aggression / anger etc. 

• Speak with your reflection / eyes, the window to the soul. Without a plan or for certain 

topics. 

• Talk to your INNER child, INNER woman, INNER man! 

• Healing relationships of all kinds 

• Support for other people on the "way to the source" 

• Recovery of your body 

• Transformation of your mindset 

• emotional balance 

• Cleaning of rooms, apartments, buildings 

• Cleaning of places, areas, bodies of water, atmosphere 

• "Expelling ghosts" from people, animals, buildings and places 

• Cleaning / repairing technology, objects (kettle, car, computer ... ..) 

• Blessing water 

• Medicine for animals 

• To remember and expand true frequencies like gratitude, goodness, grace, peace, self-

love, glory, bliss, freedom, joy, oneness, wholeness, purity, ... in you 

 

 With the (usually) right hand / working hand you can make left-turning / counter-

clockwise movements to take the "negative -" energy out of the body system 

https://www.herold.at/lösungen/bewerten/vF9Zt/gsundsi-michael-k%C3%B6nig-breuss
https://www.herold.at/lösungen/bewerten/vF9Zt/gsundsi-michael-k%C3%B6nig-breuss
https://gsundsi-akademie.at/modules/xfguestbook/index.php?location_id=350&debut=0
https://gsundsi-akademie.at/modules/xfguestbook/index.php?location_id=350&debut=0
https://www.facebook.com/groups/seelenssprache/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfYIm6dsbI12F33Tq6fhyJQ
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(whatever it is, pain, blockage, old knife / spear / sword ... ) also above the head to 

completely cleanse you. The same with an animal & object. 

 Also works with “lying 8” or “wipe” or “pull out”. Let yourself be led where you should 

reach. The intimate zone is often important, including the heart, neck, kidneys…. 

 Then turn right / clockwise to supply “positive +” energy to the body part and over 

the entire body. The same with an animal & object. 

 For charging, “Divine White Primordial Light” and “Golden Christ Light” can also be 

presented, as well as the connection to the source and the heart of Mother Earth. 

 

It's great in front of the mirror! Talk to your eyes, the window to the soul and experience 

surprises! Gladly also with all feelings (fear, aggression, helplessness ...) with pain, life issues, 

goals or or ... 

The consequences are more and more emotional balance and mental clarity, more 

serenity and simplicity in your life as well as inner knowledge and liberation from restricting 

patterns. Your potential blossoms more and more and ease, joy and a playful approach to 

life awakens. 

Your relationships will change, want more truth and clarity. You will do more and more that 

which gives you joy from the heart and allows you to be recognized as a child of God. 

 

Buildings: 

Especially "important buildings", government buildings, churches etc. can have 

"camouflages" so that you think / hear that everything is in order ... In case of doubt, it is 

advisable to instruct Adonai Asthar Sheran to "dissolve all camouflages".  

That takes about 5-10 seconds. Then you get completely different information and see that 

there are very dark beings at work who just wanted to hide  

So action and away with it, if you have the feeling that it is your mission and not your EGO is 

 

 

You can use it to clean your own apartment / house and also other people's houses.  

Can close dimensional gates, bring dark beings of all kinds to their right place (underworld 

or light). That goes directly and possibly even at a distance ... 

 

Car / bus / train: they too like to have all energetic impurities cleaned  

 

Loud / quiet? Soul language is always and everywhere applicable and possible - even to 

sing or talk in silence. Since there are often situations where speaking or singing out loud is 

not possible or inappropriate, you can do so internally. (on the bus, soccer match, folk 

festival, waiting room ...) 

By using them silently, you bring blessings and harmony into every situation and serve real 

life. 

 

Long Distance Talking / Healing? It is also possible from a distance, since everything is 

connected to everything at any time and in any place. 

 

It should never come from your "want / EGO" - be free of expectations and ideas - the 

divine in you, knows what is there, how and if it may happen - it is everything that is and 

preserves the divine plan for everyone Essence. 
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You are allowed to end the darkness and recognize your wholeness. 

 

Fear, lack, judgment, struggle, argument ... dissolve more and more in you. 

according to Dr. Zhi Gang Sha, who published the book> Seelenweisheit <, conversations 

from politicians would be much more loving and productive, because they would 

understand each other in their hearts! 

 

It should never come from your "want / EGO" - be free of expectations and ideas - the 

divine in you, knows what is on it, how and if it may happen - it is everything that is and 

preserves the divine plan for everyone Essence. 

Soul language in all its forms is an act of pure surrender, trust & control and service! 

Kind regards, Michael König-Breuss (JagnandaDas) 

 

 

Examples, Bible Quotes, etc. 
1. What cultures 

 Christians 

 Charismatic renewal 

 Indians 

 Mormon 

 yoga 

 

2. Bible references 

 To Build Yourself - 1 Corinthians 14: 4; Jude 20 

 Talking divine secrets to God. For whoever speaks in tongues ... - 1 Corinthians 14: 2 

 Speaking the great works of God - Acts 2:11 

 Praise God - Acts 10:46 

 Pray perfectly - Romans 8:26, 27 

 Give thanks well - 1 Corinthians 14:17 

 The Spirit testifies to our spirits - Romans 8:16 

 Knowing that you are co-heirs with Christ - Romans 8:17 

 Growing strong with strength in the internal man - Ephesians 3:16; 1 Corinthians 4:16 

 Rest for the Soul - Isaiah 28:11, 12; 1 Corinthians 14:21 

 A message from God to the people (when interpreted) 1 Corinthians 14: 5, 13:27, 28 

 But the signs that will follow those who believe are these: in my name they will cast 

out evil spirits and speak in new tongues - Mark 16:17 

 I wanted you all to speak in tongues - Corinthians 14: 5 

 ... and began preaching in other languages as the Spirit gave them to pronounce - 

Acts 2: 4 

 .... And they spoke in tongues - Acts 19: 6 

 He who speaks in tongues edifies himself ... - Corinthians 14: 4 

 1 Corinthians 14: 2, 13, 14: For whoever speaks in tongues speaks not for men but for 

God; for no one understands him, rather he speaks in the spirit of secrets. ... So 

whoever speaks in tongues pray that he can also interpret it. For when I pray in 

tongues, my spirit prays; but what I have in mind remains fruitless. 

 Acts 2,4 And they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other 

tongues, as the Spirit gave them to pronounce. 
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 See Acts 10:46 for they heard them speak in tongues and exalt God. 

 Acts 19: 6 and when Paul laid his hands on them, the Holy Spirit came upon them, 

and they spoke in tongues and prophesied. 

 Revelation 14: 6 And I saw another angel flying through the middle of heaven, who 

had an everlasting gospel to preach to those who dwell on the earth, to all nations 

and tribes and tongues and peoples. 

 Acts 2,3 And tongues appeared to them as if tongues of fire; and he sat on each of 

them ... 

 Acts 2:11 Jews and fellow Jews, Cretans and Arabs: we hear them speak in our 

languages of the great deeds of God 

 1 Corinthians: There are different gifts; but it's a ghost. ... one is given by the Spirit to 

speak of wisdom ... 

 12: 4, 8, 10: to another the strength to do miracles; prophetic speech to another; to 

another the gift of discerning spirits; to another speaking in tongues in various ways; 

another the gift of interpreting them. 

 

This knowledge and this gift exist worldwide in almost all primitive cultures and go back to 

the time of "peace", the "Garden of Eden". (Christian Bible, US Indian medicine men, 

Mormons, Aboriginals, South American natives, Hawaii, China, Japan, India, Africa and 

many more) 

 

Through the "soul language - light language - tongues - language of the Elohim" arise, "God 

willing", the most unusual changes, according to HIS will! 

 

This applies to yourself, other people, animals, plants, bodies of water, places, countries ... 

 

Christian Congregation / Church from Africa: Mighty healings, signs and wonders happen 

while speaking in tongues https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKdkQujTJ94  

 

More videos 

• https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=enenche+power+tongues  

• https://www.newnatureministries.org/  

• https://www.dasgeheimnis.de/web/zungenrede.htm  

• https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zungenrede  

 

 

Speaking in tongues or speaking in tongues, glossolalia (ancient Greek γλῶσσα glō ssa 

"tongue", "language" and λαλέω laléō "speak") or prayer in tongues is understood to mean 

incomprehensible speaking, especially in prayer. According to the New Testament, it is 

indeed a gift of grace from the Holy Spirit (charisma), but it is subordinate to love as the 

greatest gift of grace (13.1-13 EU) and other gifts (14.2-19 EU). Today's Pentecostal 

movement sees speaking in tongues as a form of prayer that emphasizes the particular 

immediacy of praying to God. 

 

The ability to speak in foreign languages without knowledge of the same, as it is described 

in the Acts of the Apostles at Pentecost (Acts 2,4 EU), on the other hand, is called 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKdkQujTJ94
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=enenche+power+tongues
https://www.newnatureministries.org/
https://www.dasgeheimnis.de/web/zungenrede.htm
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zungenrede
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xenoglossia. In charismatic literature, however, there is often no distinction between the 

two. 

 

Speaking in tongues is mentioned in various places in the New Testament. The expression in 

tongues is, however, a theological new creation following the Luther translation of 1545 in 

the sense of speaking in a foreign or incomprehensible language. For example in the 

Gospel of Mark 16:17: "But the signs that will follow those who believe are these: In my name 

they will cast out evil spirits, speak in new tongues (= languages) [...]." originally not only 

incomprehensible speaking, but speaking and understanding foreign languages as meant 

on the day of Pentecost. 

 

Due to the openness of the translation and a certain lack of clarity as to what exactly Paul 

is referring to in 1 Corinthians 14: 1-40, an independent teaching and practice of speaking 

in tongues has developed, which also refers to other scriptures: the conversion of Cornelius 

(Acts 10 , 44-48) and the Ephesus disciples (Acts 19.1-6). 

 

Through the inspiration movement, a branch of radical pietism, speaking in tongues found 

its way into religious practice as a modern phenomenon towards the end of the 17th 

century. In today's Christianity it is practiced especially in the Pentecostal movement and 

the charismatic renewal, but valued differently (e.g. speaking in tongues as proof of a 

person's fulfillment with the Holy Spirit). 

 

• https://www.ezw-berlin.de/html/3_202.php  

• Glossolalia (speaking in tongues, prayer in tongues) is a universal phenomenon that 

transcends religion in which sounds and syllable sequences are uttered that do not belong 

to any language and are indistinguishable from a foreign language for an outsider. In the 

Christian context, glossolalia is a characteristic expression of the piety of enthusiastic 

Christianity, which in the 20th and In the 21st and 21st centuries, it achieved worldwide 

importance through its effective expansion in pentecostal charismatic movements (initially 

Pentecostal movement, since around 1960 as a charismatic renewal in almost all historical 

churches and free churches). 

The practice of the glossolalia takes place according to the pentecostal-charismatic self-

understanding in the context of a specific understanding of being fulfilled with the Holy 

Spirit (cf.Acts 2,4) and the rediscovery of the so-called extraordinary charisms (in addition to 

glossolalia also healing and prophecy, cf. 1 Cor 12-14). It serves for individual edification, 

but is seen in the context of church building and mission. While Glossolalie for…. 

 

In English: 

https://www.crosswalk.com/faith/spiritual-life/10-things-to-know-about-speaking-in-

tongues.html  

https://activechristianity.org/what-does-the-bible-say-about-speaking-in-tongues  

https://www.linguee.de/englisch-deutsch/uebersetzung/speaking+in+tongues.html  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ezw-berlin.de/html/3_202.php
https://www.crosswalk.com/faith/spiritual-life/10-things-to-know-about-speaking-in-tongues.html
https://www.crosswalk.com/faith/spiritual-life/10-things-to-know-about-speaking-in-tongues.html
https://activechristianity.org/what-does-the-bible-say-about-speaking-in-tongues
https://www.linguee.de/englisch-deutsch/uebersetzung/speaking+in+tongues.html
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Music: 

• Beate Stadlmann from Vienna, professional musician received 8 soul language songs with 

German translation as an announcement from the Divine in the week after her soul 

language seminar in Vienna! Now she is doing a concert in Vienna! https://gsundsi-

akademie.at/files/233/je-vengo-mix1.mp3  

• Soul language music by Rairda www.rairda.de  

• Soul language music from ONITANI www.onitani.com  

• ANUKAI ARUN https://lichtpunkt-records.at/anukai-arun-seelengesang  

• Lex Van Someren https://www.somere.de/  

 

Soul language / light language / speaking in tongues / language of the Elohim is a gift from 

God with which every speaker can perform God's miracles, provided it is "HIS WILL"! 

 

From heart to heart, Michael König-Breuss (JagnandaDas) 
 

 

 

https://gsundsi-akademie.at/files/233/je-vengo-mix1.mp3
https://gsundsi-akademie.at/files/233/je-vengo-mix1.mp3
http://www.rairda.de/
http://www.onitani.com/
https://lichtpunkt-records.at/anukai-arun-seelengesang
https://www.somere.de/

